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DOCUMENTATION OF CANCER DIAGNOSIS, EXTENT OF DISEASE, AND
TREATMENT
(NAACCR Text Item #’s 2220, 2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2590, 2580, 2600, 2610, 2620,
2640, 2650, 2660, 2670, 2680)
Text information to support cancer diagnosis, stage, and treatment codes MUST BE PROVIDED
BY ALL FACILITIES. Document all types of the first course of definitive treatment administered,
regardless of where the treatment was received, in chronological order.
Text documentation is an important element of a complete abstract. It is critical for quality assurance
and special studies. Text is used to support coded values and to provide supplemental information not
transmitted within coded values. Complete text documentation facilitates consolidation of
information from multiple reporting sources. The text field must contain a description that has been
entered by the abstractor. Cancer Registry software generating text automatically from coded data
cannot be utilized to support coded values. Information documenting the disease and treatment must
be entered manually from the medical record. TNM staging is not an acceptable substitute for
stage documentation.
Text documentation should explain where the cancer started, where it went (lymph nodes, other
organs) and how it got there (direct extension, metastasis, implants). Clinical and pathological
findings should be documented.
Always use text to document certain basic information:
1. The date of the examination or procedure (Example: 6/15/2012); keep dates in chronological
order.
2. The name of the examination or procedure (Example: excisional biopsy).
3. The results of the examination or procedure—any pertinent positive or negative information
(Examples: negative margins, chest X-ray negative, liver biopsy positive for metastasis).
4. The diagnostic impression, final diagnosis, or final conclusion if one is given (Example: Ductal
carcinoma of left breast).
5. The planned treatment, whether or not it is known if treatment was given (Example:
chemotherapy planned after left modified mastectomy).
6. The date and type of treatment given, even if it was done at another institution (Example:
6/15/2012 5FU administered at ABC hospital).
7. Specific subsite of primary site (Example: upper outer quadrant of left breast).
8. Specific number, chain of lymph nodes examined and results (Example: 3/15+ left axillary lymph
nodes).
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9. Specific information about metastatic spread of disease to lymph nodes and/or other organs and
tissues (Example: metastasis to 15 supraclavicular lymph nodes; brain metastasis).
Documentation is used to verify all coded fields regarding the patient, disease, extent of disease and
spread of disease. Text should be documented in the appropriate text fields.
10. Demographic information such as age at diagnosis, race and sex of the patient should also be
recorded in text fields (Example: 76 year old Caucasian male).
Unknown is used when there is insufficient information to determine stage or extent of disease. If the
primary site is unknown (C809) then the Summary Stage must be unknown. Document where the
cancer was found if the primary site is unidentified.
Documentation is necessary to verify all coded fields regarding types and timing of treatment. Be
sure to document in the Treatment Documentation field if the medical record indicates no treatment
was planned or given, or if there is no information in the medical record that definitive treatment was
given. If it cannot be determined whether therapy was actually performed, record that it was
recommended but it is not known if the procedure was administered. For example, “radiation
recommended, unknown if given.” If a port is placed for chemotherapy, record this information but
do not code that chemotherapy was given unless it is known that it was.
Call your Health Service Region for technical assistance if additional direction is needed to determine
the appropriate information to document. TCR staff may request copies of the necessary reports with
your data submission in order to assist you.
Types of Reports to Review
Medical imaging can provide key information for evaluating clinical extent of disease. For example,
a CT of the lung can show the size and location of the tumor within the lung. It can demonstrate the
presence of pleural effusion, or extension of the tumor to other tissues such as ribs, chest wall or
pleura. Bone scans and MRI or CT of the brain are often used to evaluate for metastatic sites. History
and Physical reports sometimes give the results from outside imaging studies. Documentation of all
positive and negative findings from imaging exams should be recorded in the Summary Stage
Documentation field.
Physical exam or History and Physical (H&P) can provide the size for palpable masses and
information regarding palpable lymph nodes. For example, during a digital rectal exam (DRE) the
prostate is palpated. The physician will note findings such as nodularity, induration, fixation of
seminal vesicles, enlargement, firmness, etc. All positive and negative findings pertinent to the
patient’s cancer are an important aspect of Collaborative Staging and must be noted in the Summary
Stage Documentation field to support coding. Patient demographics can also be found in the H&P.
Record age, race and sex when available. This information is useful in record consolidation.
Pathology reports provide key information including cell type, grade, size and location of tumor,
number of lesions or foci, depth of invasion, spread of tumor to other organs, and lymph node
involvement. Record each of these items in the Summary Stage Documentation. Be sure to record the
furthest extension that the pathologist mentions, for example: confined to mucosa; into subserosa;
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through full thickness of abdomen wall, etc.
Operative reports will often contain the surgeon’s observations regarding involvement or lack of
involvement of lymph nodes or other organs. The operative report will also contain detailed
information of the exact type of surgery performed, tissue or organ(s) excised, and tissue or organ(s)
left intact. Record these findings in the Summary Stage Documentation.
Discharge summaries, clinical notes, or progress reports are good sources for treatment
information. Review all available reports and document all planned treatment, as well as the date and
modalities of known treatment in the Treatment Documentation. Give specific information when
available such as type and number of courses of chemotherapy. If no treatment is planned or the
patient refuses recommended treatment, include this information in the text field.
Lab results are used to code many of the Site-Specific Factors . Source documents for many of the Site
Specific Factors can be found in Appendix A, Site Specific Factor Coding Instructions.
Specific Instruction on Involvement
Lymph Node Involvement: For solid tumors, the terms “fixed” or “matted” and “mass in the
mediastinum, retroperitoneum, and/or mesentery” (with no specific information as to tissue involved)
are considered involvement of lymph nodes for the purpose of Collaborative Stage coding. Any other
terms, such as “palpable,” “enlarged,” “visibly swelling,” “shotty,” or “lymphadenopathy” should be
ignored unless there is a statement from the physician of involvement, either clinical or pathological.
A metastatic nodule in connective tissue of a lymph drainage area is considered to be evidence of
lymph node metastasis.
Exception: Regional lymph nodes of the lung where there is a description of mass, enlargement, or
adenopathy in the hilum or mediastinum is considered involvement.
Exception: Lymphomas: Any mention of lymph nodes is indicative of involvement. In staging
lymphomas, bilateral node involvement should be considered 2 chains for the purpose of assigning a
stage. For example, bilateral involvement of inguinal lymph nodes would be considered 2 chains.
Note: Regional lymph nodes are not palpable (inaccessible) for sites such as bladder, kidney,
prostate, esophagus, stomach, lung, liver, corpus uteri, and ovary. The best description
concerning regional lymph node involvement will be the surgeon’s evaluation at the time of
exploratory surgery or definitive surgery or from radiologic exam.
Venous Invasion: An assessment of blood vessels within the primary organ. This does not constitute
regional or distant spread of malignancy.
Lymphatic Invasion: A microscopic assessment of involvement of the lymphatic channels within
the primary organ and at the margins of resection. This is an assessment of the potential, from the
primary tumor, to metastasize to lymph nodes, even though the tumor has extended no further than
the lymph channels and is still confined to the primary site.
Residual Tumor: Refers to the status of the margins after a surgical procedure of the primary site. It
is important to document this information if it is available in the pathology and/or operative report.
Microscopic residual tumor is identified by the pathologist through the microscope but is not grossly
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visualized. An example would be a positive margin of resection when the surgeon stated that the
tumor was completely removed. Macroscopic residual tumor is identified during the procedure by
the surgeon and is a tumor that is grossly visualized. An example of this would be tumor adhering to
another structure that the surgeon could not remove.
Note: When there is doubt about assigning the appropriate stage, assign the lesser stage.
Do not over stage.
Determination of the cancer stage is both a subjective and objective assessment of how far the cancer
has spread. The following list of terms may be used to determine involvement for Collaborative
Staging only.
Note: Do not use these lists for case finding or to determine multiple primaries or histology.
Consider as Involvement
adherent

induration

apparent(ly)

infringe/infringing

appears to

into*

comparable with

intrude

compatible with

invasion to, into, onto, out onto

consistent with

most likely

contiguous/continuous with

onto*

encroaching upon*

overstep

extension to, into, onto, out onto

presumed

features of

probable

fixation to another structure**

protruding into (unless encapsulated)

fixed**

suspected

impending perforation of

suspicious

impinging upon

to*

impose/imposing on

up to

incipient invasion
*interpreted as involvement whether the description is clinical or operative/pathological
**interpreted as involvement of other organ or tissue
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Do Not Consider as Involvement
abuts

extension to without invasion/involvement of

approaching

kiss/kissing

approximate

matted (except for lymph nodes)

attached

possible

cannot be excluded/ruled out

questionable

efface/effacing/effacement

reaching

encased/encasing

rule out

encompass(ed)

suggests

entrapped

very close to

equivocal

worrisome
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The following table lists suggestions for the type of text to include for each text field.
NAACCR Text Field and
Data Item(s) Verified
Text Suggestions
Data Item#
With Text
 Age, sex and race of patient
OTHER PERTINENT
Date of Birth #240
 Spanish/Hispanic Origin
INFORMATION #2680
Sex #220
 Place of birth
Race 1-5 #160-164
 Insurance/primary payer
Spanish/Hispanic Origin #190
information
Place of Birth #250
 Name of Follow Up Physician
Physician Follow Up #2470
 Unknown demographic
Primary Payer at Dx #630
information (unknown SS#,
unknown address at diagnosis)
 Overflow or problematic coding
issues
 Site of Other Primary
OTHER PRIMARY
Sequence Number #560
 Morphology of Other Primary
TUMORS #2220
 DX Date of Other Primary
 Date(s) of procedure(s)
SUMARY STAGE
Date of Initial Diagnosis #390
including biopsies and clinical
DOCUMENTATION
Diagnostic Confirmation #490
procedures that provide staging
#2600
Primary site #400
information such as x-rays
Morphology/Behavior # 522,
 Organs involved by direct
523
extension
Collaborative Stage variables
 Size of tumor
#2800-2930
 Status of margins
Regional Nodes Positive #820
 Number and sites of positive
Regional Nodes Examined
lymph nodes
#830
 Metastatic sites
Laterality #410
 Physician’s specialty (Surgeon,
Oncologist, etc.)
 Physician’s comments
 Date of diagnosis
SUMMARY STAGE
Date of First Contact #580
 History relating to cancer
DOCUMENTATION –PE
Date of Diagnosis #390
diagnosis
#2520
Race 1-5 #160-164
 Impression pertaining to cancer
Span/Hispanic Origin #190
diagnosis
Sex #220
 Positive and negative clinical
Primary Site #400
findings
Laterality #410
 Palpable lymph nodes
Histology ICD-O-3 #522
 Treatment plan
Sequence # Hospital #560
Collaborative Stage variables
#2800-2930
SEER Summary Stage 2000
#759
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SUMMARY STAGE
DOCUMENTATIONSCOPES #2540









SUMMARY STAGE
DOCUMENTATION-LAB
TESTS #2550







SUMMARY STAGE
DOCUMENTATION-OP
#2560
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Date and type of X-ray or Scan
Primary site
Histology (if given)
Tumor location
Tumor size
Lymph nodes
Record positive and negative
findings
Distant disease or mets
Dates of endoscopic exams
Primary site
Histology
Tumor location
Tumor size
Site and type of endoscopic
biopsy
Positive and negative clinical
findings

Type of lab test/tissue specimen
Both positive and negative
findings
Tumor markers, special studies
etc. Including : Estrogen
Receptor Assay (ERA),
Progesterone Receptor Assay
(PRA), Her2/neu, Human
Chorionic Gonadotropin (hCG)
Date of lab tests
Dates and descriptions of
biopsies and all other surgical
procedures from which staging
information was derived
Number of lymph nodes
removed
Size of tumor removed
Documentation of residual
tumor
Evidence of invasion of
surrounding areas
Reason primary site surgery
could not be completed

Data Item(s) Verified
With Text
Date of Diagnosis #390
Primary Site #400
Laterality #410
Histology ICD-O-2 #420
Histology ICD-O-3 #522
Collaborative Stage variables
#2800-2930
SEER Summary Stage 2000
#759
Date of Diagnosis #390
Diagnostic Confirmation #490
Primary Site #400
Laterality #410
Histology ICD-O-2 #420
Histology ICD-O-3 #522
Collaborative Stage variables
#2800-2930
SEER Summary Stage 2000
#759
RX Date-Surgery #1200
Primary Site #400
Grade #440
Diagnostic Confirmation #490
Collaborative Stage variables
#2800-2930
Date of Diagnosis #390

Date of Diagnosis #390
Diagnostic Confirmation #490
Primary Site #400
Collaborative Stage variables
#2800-2930
SEER Summary Stage 2000
#759
Reason for No Surgery #1340
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FINAL DIAGNOSIS
(PRIMARY,
LATERALITY) #2580



FINAL DIAGNOSIS
(MORPHOLOGY,
BEHAVIOR, GRADE)
#2590
RX TEXT SURGERY
#2610
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Data Item(s) Verified
With Text
Dates of procedures
Date of Diagnosis #390
Anatomic source of specimen
Primary Site #400
Type of tissue specimen
Laterality #410
Tumor type and grade (include
Histologic Type ICD-O-3
all modifying adjectives:
#522
predominantly, with features of
Grade #440
etc.)
Collaborative Stage variables
Gross tumor size
#2800-2930
Extent of tumor spread
Diagnostic Confirmation #490
Involvement of resection margin RX Summ-Surg Prim Site
Number of lymph nodes
#670
involved and examined
RX Sum-Scope Reg LN Sur
Both positive and negative
#1292
findings
RX Summ-Surg Oth Reg/Dis
Record any additional comments # 1294
from the pathologist, including
SEER Summary Stage 2000
differential diagnosis considered #759
and any ruled out or favored
Regional Nodes Positive #820
Regional Nodes Examined
#830
RX Date-Surgery #1200
Reason for No Surgery #1340
RX Summ-Surg/Rad Seq
#1380
RX Summ-Systemic/Sur Seq
#1639
Location of primary site of
Primary site #400
tumor
Laterality #410
Information on laterality of
tumor
Morphology/Behavior
Morphology/Behavior #522,
Grade of tumor
#523
Grade #440
Text Suggestions

Date of each surgical procedure
Type(s) of surgical procedure(s),
including surgery to other and
distant sites
Lymph nodes removed
Regional tissues removed
Facility and date for each
procedure
Reason for no surgery

DX confirmation #490
RX Date Surgery #1200
Surgery Rx Code #1290
RX Summ Scope of Reg LN
Surgery #1292
RX Summ-Surg Other/Dist
RX Code #1294
Reason for No Surgery #1340
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RX TEXT-CHEMO #2640







RX TEXT-HORMONE
#2650






RX TEXT –
IMMUNOTHERAPY
#2660
RX TEXT-OTHER #2670








Date radiation treatment began
and ended
Type(s) of radiation
Planned doses
Other treatment information
(discontinued after 2 treatments;
unknown if radiation was given)
Date when chemotherapy began
and ended
Where chemotherapy was given
Type of chemotherapy (name of
agent(s) and doses
planned/received
Other treatment information
(treatment cycle incomplete,
unknown if chemotherapy was
given, etc.)
Planned hormone treatment
Date treatment was started
Where treatment was given
Type of hormone or
antihormone
Planned immunotherapy
treatment
Type of immunotherapy given
Date treatment was started
Where treatment was given
Type of other treatment
Other treatment information (not
given, incomplete etc.)

Data Item(s) Verified
With Text
Date Radiation Started #1210
Rad-Regional RX Modality
Code #1570
RX Summ-Surg/Rad
Sequence #1380

Chemotherapy Code #1390
RX Date-Systemic #3230
Systemic/Surgery Sequence
#1639

Hormone Code #1400
RX Date-Systemic #3230
Systemic/Surgery Sequence
#1639
Immunotherapy Code #1240

Date of Initial Treatment
#1260
RX Summ-Other #1420
RX Date-Other #1250

The pertinent information in the following examples has been documented in bold lettering for
easier identification of required text.
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Documentation Examples
Case #1 Lung
Imaging Reports
2/18/12 VA Clinic: CT Chest: Findings: Supraclavicular, axillary, and mediastinal structures
unremarkable. No mediastinal or hilar adenopathy. There is a 2.8 x 2.4 x 4.8cm mass in the
right lower lobe. The margins are well defined with minimal peripheral ground-glass opacity,
probably some degree of obstructive pneumonitis. The remainder of the lungs is clear.
IMPRESSION
1. Lobulated soft tissue mass in the right lower lobe consistent with neoplasm. No evidence of
adenopathy, mediastinal or hilar spread.
2/28/12 CT Brain Your Hospital: Impression: No evident disease process.
Pathology Reports
2/28/12 Your Hospital: Final Diagnosis: Fine Needle Aspirate, right lower lobe lung: positive for
malignant cells
3/1/12 Your Hospital: Final Diagnosis: Superior segment right lower lobe, resection: moderately
differentiated squamous cell carcinoma, maximum tumor diameter 5.0cm, 2nd nodule in right
lower lobe measures 0.5cm, resection margin free of tumor, peribronchial lymph node negative
for tumor, right lower paratracheal lymph node negative for tumor, right pretracheal lymph
node negative for tumor.
Clinic Reports
3/15/12: Oncologist recommended 4 cycles of adjuvant taxol and carboplatin. The patient would
rather receive treatment closer to home and has been referred to an oncologist in that area.
Summary Stage Documentation (2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
2/18/12 CT Chest: 4.8cm mass in RLL c/w neoplasm, supraclavicular, axillary, and mediastinal
structures unremarkable, no mediastinal or hilar lymphadenopathy, probably some obstructive
pneumonitis, remainder of lungs clear
2/28/12 Fine Needle Aspirate RLL lung: positive for malignant cells
2/28/12 Ct Brain: No evident dz process
3/1/12 RLL Resection: MD Squamous cell car, 2 nodules 5cm and 0.5cm, margin free, 0/3
peribronchial, paratracheal and pretracheal lns
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Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
3/1/12 RLL lobectomy with mediastinal ln dissection
3/15/12 Oncologist recommends 4 cycles adjuvant taxol and carboplatin. PT wants treatment closer
to home, referred to oncologist in his area, unknown if chemo done.
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Case #2 Lung
Imaging Reports
6/25/12 River Ranch Radiology CT Chest: I see no pneumothorax or pleural effusion. There is an
11.7 x 8.5cm soft tissue mass in the right apex. There is associated marked mediastinal
lymphadenopathy with enlarged nodes in the anterior mediastinum, enlarged nodes lying lateral
to the main pulmonary artery, and enlarged nodes in the pretracheal and precarinal region.
There are enlarged nodes around the right hilum. The left lung appears normal.
Conclusion: Right upper lobe mass with associated marked mediastinal lymphadenopathy. The
findings are highly suspicious for a primary carcinoma of the lung.
7/1/12 Oncology Associates Bone scan: Non-specific increased uptake at L3 and L5, no obvious
metastasis.
7/1/12 Oncology Associates MRI brain: Diffuse cerebral atrophy
Bronchoscopy Report
6/26/12 Bronchoscopy: The vocal cords were visualized and appeared to move normally. The
bronchoscope was passed to the trachea, which was widely patent. No endobronchial lesions were
noted. There was a small amount of bleeding from the right upper orifice. No lesions were noted at
the right lower lobe or right middle lobe. Endobronchial biopsy was performed times six at the
right upper lobe. Bleeding was minimal.
Pathology Report
6/26/12 Right upper lobe mass biopsy Final Diagnosis: non-small cell carcinoma
Clinical Reports
7/5/12 Oncology Clinic Consultation: This patient has at least Stage 3b disease. This condition can
best be treated with a combination of chemotherapy and radiation therapy concurrently. We
want to start treatment as soon as possible
7/15/12 Discharge Summary: The patient has been treated with VP-16 times three days along
with daily radiation therapy for a diagnosis of non-small cell carcinoma. He was hospitalized
because of shortness of breath and iron deficiency anemia. At this time his condition has stabilized.
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Summary Stage Documentation ((2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
6/25/12 CT chest: no pneumothorax or pleural effusion, 11.7cm mass in rt apex, highly suspicious for
lung carcinoma, marked mediastinal lymphadenopathy, enlarged nodes in anterior mediastinum,
enlarged nodes lateral to main pulmonary artery, in pretracheal and precarinal region and in rt hilum,
lft lung appears normal
6/26/12 Bronchoscopy: vocal cords appear to move normally, no endobronchial, rll or rml lesions
6/26/12 RUL mass bx: Non-small cell carcinoma
7/1/12 Bone Scan: no mets
7/1/12 MRI brain: diffuse cerebral atrophy
Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2630, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
7/5/12 concurrent chemo/radiation therapy recommended
7/15/12 Discharge Summary: PT has been treated with VP-16 x 3 days along with daily radiation
therapy
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Case #3 Breast
Imaging Reports
1/2/12 Mammogram: Left breast: No dominant masses, or suspicious calcifications, or
architectural disturbances are present. In the right breast there is a 3.5 x 4.6cm irregular spiculated
mass in the lower-outer quadrant.
Impression: Large mass in the lower-outer quadrant of the right breast, biopsy is recommended.
1/12/12 CT Chest: COPD with mild parenchymal scarring. No evidence of cardiomegaly. There is
bone destruction of posterior ribs/spine. CT Abdomen and Pelvis no abnormal findings.
Impression: Bone destruction of posterior ribs/spine, probably mets from known breast cancer.
Pathology Reports
1/10/12 Core biopsy right breast lower outer quadrant: Final Diagnosis: Infiltrating ductal
carcinoma, poorly differentiated, ER and PR positive, HER2 ICH 0, negative.
Clinical Reports
1/15/12 Surgery consult: Patient noted a mass in the lower-outer quadrant of her right breast.
There is marked lymphadenopathy in the right axilla. The left breast is within normal limits.
HEENT: Clear conjunctivae, pupils equal, round and reactive to light. Nasal passages clear without
drainage.
Neck: Supple, full range of motion. No thyromegaly, trachea is midline.
Lungs: No wheezing or crackles. There are no bronchial breath sounds or pleural rub.
Abdomen: Soft, non-tender, non-distended without hepatosplenomegaly or masses. Normal bowel
sounds.
Patient will be referred to Radiation Oncology for consideration of radiation therapy to known
bony mets.
2/1/12 Oncology Note: Patient has decided to try alternative therapy and has declined radiation
therapy and chemotherapy.
Summary Stage Documentation (2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
1/2/12 Mammogram: Lt breast no masses, Rt breast 4.6cm mass in LOQ, biopsy recommended.
1/10/12 Bx rt breast LOQ Infil ductal car, PD, ER and PR positive, HER2 IHC 0--Negative
1/12/12 CT Chest: Bone destruction posterior ribs/spine, probably mets from breast ca, CT
Abdomen/Pelvis: no abnormal findings
1/15/12 Surg consult: marked lymphadenopathy in rt axilla
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Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2630, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
1/15/12 Surg Consult: Patient referred to radiation oncology for consideration of radiation therapy to
bony mets.
2/1/12 Oncology note: Pt has decided to try alternative therapy, declined radiation therapy and
chemotherapy.
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Case #4 Breast
Imaging Reports
6/1/12 Mammogram: In the right breast there is a 1.2 x 1.5cm mass in the upper-outer quadrant.
There is no evidence of axillary lymphadenopathy. The left breast appears normal.
6/14/12 Chest Xray: Within normal limits
6/14/12 Bone Scan: Impression: No evidence of skeletal disease. Thoracic and lumbar spine
negative for metastases.
Pathology Reports
6/8/12 Right breast fine needle aspiration cytology: Adenocarcinoma
6/15/12 Right breast modified radical mastectomy: Final Diagnosis: Infiltrating ductal
carcinoma, tubular type, 1.4cm, margins clear, Bloom Richardson score 3, no dermal or
lymphatic invasion, no evidence of tumor in 32 regional lymph nodes, Estrogen and
Progesterone Receptors negative, HER2 IHC 3+, positive.
Clinical Reports
6/1/12 History and Physical: Family physician noted 2cm mass in right breast on physical exam.
No pain or tenderness; no nipple discharge; no skin changes. Slight nipple retraction. Freely
movable mass. Left breast: no masses palpated. No enlarged lymph nodes.
10/12/12 Oncology Clinic Follow-up Note: Patient started 3 cycles of adjuvant Adriamycin and
Cytoxan on 7/20/12, recently completed and now has begun Tamoxifen.
Summary Stage Documentation (2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
6/1/12 Mammogram: 1.5cm mass rt breast UOQ, no lymphadenopathy, lt breast appears normal
6/1/12 H&P 2cm mass in right breast, no masses palpated in lt breast, no enlarged lymph nodes
6/14/12 CXR: WNL; Bone Scan: no evident mets
6/8/12 Rt Breast fine needle aspiration = adenoca
6/15/12 Rt breast mastectomy: infiltrating duct carcinoma, tubular type, 1.4cm, margin clear, Bloom
Richardson score 3, 0/32 LNS positive, ER/PR negative, HER2 IHC 3+ positive.
Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2630, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
6/15/12 Rt breast modified radical mastectomy
10/12/12 Oncology note: pt had 3 cycles Adriamycin and Cytoxan begun on 7/20/12, recently
completed and has begun Tamoxifen.
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Case #5 Colon/Rectum
IMAGING REPORTS:
4/20/2012 CT ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
CONCLUSION:
1. Two areas of circumferential colonic wall thickening affecting the distal sigmoid colon and a
loop of colon in the right lower quadrant/right pelvic region with multiple low-density lesions
being noted in the liver. Although these could represent incidental benign hepatic cysts,
metastatic liver disease cannot be excluded at this time as colonic carcinoma is one of the causes of
cystic liver metastasis. It should be noted although there are shotty lymph nodes present, there is
no definite lymphadenopathy demonstrated.
2. History of uterine cancer in 2003 with evidence of prior hysterectomy. This is not usually a cause
of cystic liver metastasis.
3. Otherwise, unremarkable CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis with other incidental findings as
noted above.
4/25/12 WHOLE BODY PET SCAN
CONCLUSION:
1. Radionuclide uptake in the left abdomen, representing a nonspecific finding.
No focal areas of increased uptake are seen in the liver to suggest hepatic metastasis.
PATHOLOGY REPORTS:
4/15/2012 Final Diagnosis: Colon biopsy at 135cm moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma,
mucin producing signet ring cell, high grade
5/1/2012 Final Diagnosis right hemicolectomy
A. High-grade mucin-producing signet ring cell carcinoma, 4 cm in size and located in colon
near ileocolic junction, tumor invades pericolonic adipose tissue, (PT3)
B. No evidence of lymph node metastasis among seven lymph nodes. (PNO)
C. Excision margin is negative.
D. Microsatellite Instability-Stable
E. KRAS mutated
F. Normal heterozygous state (Normal LOH)
OPERATIVE REPORT:
Date of Procedure: 5/1/12
PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: Right colon cancer
POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: Right colon cancer, with adhesive bowel disease.
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PROCEDURES PERFORMED: Exploratory laparotomy, lysis of adhesions, right hemicolectomy.
Findings: On exploration of the abdomen, the liver was palpated found to be unremarkable. There
were no lesions in the colon other than in the right colon. In the small bowel, there were adhesions,
especially in the terminal ileum, adherent to the cecum
Oncology Consult 5/15/12
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: Patient is a 56-year old female who had a diagnosis of endometrial
cancer, status post surgery followed by radiation therapy fifteen years ago. A few weeks ago the patient
had a routine colonoscopic examination and the patient was found to have lesions in the right side of the
colon. The patient underwent surgery on May 1, 2012.
ASSESSMENT: The patient has a new diagnosis of high-grade mucin producing signet ring cell
adenocarcinoma of colon. This is about 4 cm in size with pericolonic tissue invasion. Based on these
reports and findings, the patient may benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy.
Summary Stage Documentation (2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
4/15/12 Colon biopsy at 135cm: Moderately differentiated adenoca, mucin producing signet ring cell,
high grade.
4/20/12 Ct Abdomen and Pelvis: 2 areas circumferential colonic wall thickening affecting the distal
sigmoid colon and a loop of colon in the rt lower quadrant/rt pelvic region. Multiple liver lesions
could represent benign hepatic cysts, mets liver dz cannot be excluded; shotty lymph nodes present,
no definitive lymphadenopathy, otherwise unremarkable CT abdomen and pelvis; pt has a history of
uterine cancer in 2003 with evidence of hysterectomy
4/25/12 Whole body PET scan: no focal areas of increased uptake in liver to suggest hepatic mets
5/1/12 Operative report: Liver palpated, found to be unremarkable, no lesion in colon other than rt
colon
5/1/12 Right hemicolectomy: High-grade mucin producing signet ring cell carcinoma, 4cm, located
near ileocolic junction, invades pericolonic adipose tissue, 0/7LNS positive, excision margin is
negative; MSI-stable, KRAS mutated, normal LOH

Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2630, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
5/1/12 Right Hemicolectomy
5/15/12 Oncology consult: The patient may benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy; unknown if
chemotherapy given.
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Case #6 Melanoma
IMAGING REPORTS
5/10/12 CT Chest: Impression: Probably malignant involvement of left axillary lymph nodes.
Several lymph nodes seen in supraclavicular region too small to characterize. The remainder of the
exam is normal.
PATHOLOGY REPORTS
5/3/12 Final Diagnosis: Shave biopsy skin of left forearm, Malignant melanoma
5/11/12 Final Diagnosis: Wide excision of skin of left forearm, Malignant melanoma, nodular
type, Clark’s Level III, Breslow’s depth 1.0mm, papillary dermis invaded, no ulceration
present no mitosis present. Margins of resection free, but within less than 2mm. LDH Less
than 1.5 x upper limit of normal for lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay
ONCOLOGY REPORT
6/15/12 The patient was started on an interferon regimen today.
Summary Stage Documentation (2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
5/3/12 Shave bx skin of lt forearm: Malignant melanoma
5/10/12 CT chest: Probably malignant involvement of lt axillary lymph nodes, remainder of exam
normal
5/11/12 Wide exc skin of lt forearm: Malignant melanoma, nodular type, Clark’s Level 3, Breslow’s
depth 1.0mm, papillary dermis invaded, no ulceration, no mitosis, margin free but within less than
2mm, LDH Range 1: Less than 1.5 x upper limit of normal for lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay
Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2630, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
5/11/12 Wide excision of skin of lt forearm
6/15/12 started interferon regimen
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Case #7 Melanoma
IMAGING REPORTS
11/18/012 Chest Xray: Within normal limits
11/24/12 CT Chest, Abdomen and Pelvis: Impression: Nonspecific soft tissue nodule in the right upper
lobe. This is nonspecific but would be consistent with benign parenchymal scar or granuloma. The
remainder of the lungs is clear.
There is no evidence of metastatic disease in the chest, abdomen or pelvis.
PATHOLOGY REPORTS
Outside Facility:
11/12/12 Final Diagnosis: Excision of lesion on right side of neck, 1.5 x .0.8 x 0.5 cm specimens
contains a pigmented, 0.4 x 0.3cm area consistent with malignant melanoma in situ, extending to
margins of excision.
Your Facility:
11/25/12 Final Diagnosis: Wide re-excision skin of right neck, Inflammation and organizing
granulation tissue, negative for any residual melanoma, margins of resection negative.
Summary Stage Documentation (2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
11/18/12 CXR: Within normal limits
11/24/12 CT Chest/abdomen/pelvis: No evidence of mets in chest, abdomen or pelvis

Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2630, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
11/12/012 Exc of lesion rt side of neck: 0.4x0.3cm malignant melanoma in situ, Ext to margin
11/25/12 Wide re-excision of skin rt neck, negative for residual melanoma, margins negative
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Case #8 Lymphoma
Imaging Reports
2/2/12 CT Chest Impression: Extensive right and left hilar lymphadenopathy, enlarged lymph
nodes in the mediastinum.
2/2/12 CT Abdomen Impression: Splenomegaly, otherwise within normal limits.
2/4/12 PET scan: Intense focus of tracer uptake seen in peri-portal region consistent with
lymphoma.
Pathology Reports
2/3/12 Biopsy of left axillary lymph nodes, Follicular Lymphoma, Gr 1
H&P
2/2/12 Patient presents with bilateral cervical and axillary lymphadenopathy, night sweats, and
fevers for last couple of months.
Oncology Consult
2/12/12 The patient was started on combination chemotherapy including Rituxan on February 5
and has done well with the exception of nausea. We will start him on a trial of antiemetics.
Summary Stage Documentation (2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
2/2/12 H&P Pt has bilateral cervical and axillary lymphadenopathy, hx of night sweats, fevers
2/2/12 CT Chest: rt and lt hilar lymphadenopathy, enlarged lymph nodes in the mediastinum
2/2/12 CT Abdomen: Splenomegaly, otherwise within normal limits
2/3/12 Biopsy lt axillary lns: Follicular Lymphoma, Gr 1
2/4/12 PET scan: focus of tracer uptake in peri-portal region consistent with lymphoma
Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2630, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
2/5/12 Combination chemotherapy including Rituxan, other types of chemo not mentioned
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Case #9 Prostate
Imaging Reports
4/14/12 CT Abdomen/Pelvis Impression: 1. Tiny cyst in the liver.
2. No lymphadenopathy in abdomen or pelvis.
4/14/12 Bone scan Impression: Evidence of previous fracture in right 12th rib, otherwise negative
bone scan.
Pathology Reports
4/1/12 Final Diagnosis: Prostate core needle biopsy, adenocarcinoma present in 8 of 12 cores,
Gleason Score 3+3=6
Clinical Reports
3/27/12 Surgical consult: Patient is seen in consultation because PSA elevated at 6. DRE shows
slightly enlarged prostate with no nodularity or induration. The abdomen and pelvis are
examined and show no palpable abnormalities.
7/1/12 Patient was counseled regarding various treatment options including radiation therapy, surgery
and hormonal treatment. He decided to proceed with external beam radiation therapy and this was
completed on 6/15/12.
Summary Stage Documentation (2520, 2530, 2540, 2550, 2560, 2570, 2600)
3/27/12 PE: DRE shows slightly enlarged prostate with no nodularity or induration, abdomen and
pelvis with no palpable abnormalities, PSA 6
4/1/12 Prostate core needle biopsy: adenocarcinoma in 8/12 cores, Gleason Score 3+3=6
4/14/12 CT Abdomen/Pelvis: no lymphadenopathy in abdomen or pelvis
4/14/12 Bone scan: negative
Treatment Documentation (2610, 2620, 2630, 2640, 2650, 2660, 2670)
External beam radiation therapy completed on 6/15/12, start date not given; estimate start date 5/2012
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